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Game Design Workshop: Designing, Prototyping, Playtesting GamesFocal Press, 2004
Master the craft of game design so you can create that elusive combination of challenge, competition, and interaction that players seek. This design workshop begins with an examination of the fundamental elements of game design; then puts you to work in prototyping, playtesting, and redesigning your own games with exercises that teach essential...
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Frommer's New Orleans 2011 (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2011

	New Orleans should come with a warning label. No,

	no, not about hurricanes. Forget that. That’s like

	solely identifying San Francisco and Los Angeles

	with earthquakes. No, this is about the city itself. See,

	there’s this group of residents whom locals call the “never

	lefts.” They are the people who...
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Oracle Database 11g Release 2 High Availability: Maximize Your Availability with Grid Infrastructure, RAC and Data GuardMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	In the first edition of this book, we focused on what we called the "High Availability Database Administrator." However, that term led G to the question of just what is meant by High Availability? As a term bandied about among database administrators, this can have different meanings depending on who is interpreting it, who has to...
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Seven Languages in Seven Weeks: A Pragmatic Guide to Learning Programming LanguagesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Ruby, Io, Prolog, Scala, Erlang, Clojure, Haskell. With Seven Languages in Seven Weeks, by Bruce A. Tate, you'll go beyond the syntax-and beyond the 20-minute tutorial you'll find someplace online. This book has an audacious goal: to present a meaningful exploration of seven languages within a single book. Rather than...
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The Book of JavaScript: A Practical Guide to Interactive Web PagesNo Starch Press, 2000
Most Web developers pick up a book to learn how to use a language like   JavaScript, looking for practical examples of how to get things done. The   Book of JavaScript: A Practical Guide to Interactive Web Pages  is plenty   practical, and hits the mark as a reader-friendly and well-organized tutorial on   JavaScript.
    The book...
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Design Patterns for Embedded Systems in C: An Embedded Software Engineering ToolkitNewnes, 2010

	The predominate language for the development of embedded systems is clearly C. Other

	languages certainly have their allure, but over 80% of all embedded systems are developed

	in this classic language. Many of the advances in the industry assume the use of object-oriented

	languages, web clients, and technologies that are either...
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The Complete Annotated Grateful Dead LyricsFree Press, 2005

	No other band has ever surpassed the enduring popularity of The Grateful Dead. No other group has regularly scheduled radio shows devoted solely to it, or such an extensive fan base stretching over several generations. And, with the surviving members still touring and the official website receiving more that 100,000 hits a week, no other fan...
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Search Engine Optimization for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Build sites search engines love, and see your business boom
Find out how to make your site pop to the top when the search is on    

Search engines, search directories, search systems – it’s enough to make you search for antacids! Well, relax – this book not only tells you which is which, it gives you the inside track...
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Search Engine Optimization For Dummies, Second Edition (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Build sites search engines love, and see your business boom
Find out how to make your site pop to the top when the search is on    

Search engines, search directories, search systems – it’s enough to make you search for antacids! Well, relax – this book not only tells you which is which, it gives you the inside track...
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Programming C#, Third EditionO'Reilly, 2003
The new edition of Programming C# focuses on the features and programming patterns that are new to the C# language and fundamental to the programming of web services and web applications on the .NET platform. Newly updated for version 1.1 of the .NET Framework and Visual Studio .NET 2003, the book features new tips & tricks plus answers to...
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Disaster Recovery, Crisis Response, and Business Continuity: A Management Desk ReferenceApress, 2013

	You're in charge of IT, facilities, or core operations for your organization when a hurricane or a fast-moving wildfire hits. What do you do?


	Simple. You follow your business continuity/disaster recovery plan. If you've prepared in advance, your operation or your company can continue to conduct business while...
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God, Do You Really Care?: Finding Strength When He Seems DistantMultnomah, 2006

	When the Hits Just Keep On Comin' There are small hits: The car won't start. You lose something valuable. It's raining on your five-hundred-person outdoor event. And there are big hits: She's diagnosed with cancer. You're being laid off. They're getting divorced. Regardless of magnitude, each trial causes us to...
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